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Making a success
of managed
security services
The managed security services provider (MSSP)
market is experiencing signiﬁcant growth with
many investments being made in services by
existing players and new entrants.
The prospects are definitely attractive, with studies predicting compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of almost 15% for several years to come1.
There is a race to enter the managed security services market –
with vendors both locally and globally making big investments to
build capabilities across the continent.2
However, for all businesses – new or established – there are challenges to
overcome and mistakes to be avoided. Given the size of the opportunity,
services that can meet customer needs, be cost eﬀective in terms of
end-user pricing and delivery and be scalable to support growth, will
capitalise on this market demand and the growing recognition of cyber risk
within end-user organisations.

Learning from mistakes
In talking to MSSPs about their solution needs, Huntsman Security has seen
these challenges first hand. Undoubtedly technology is part of the solution;
but the proposed (or existing) business models, the people themselves and
the way services are provided all play a role in achieving success.
This twin case study explains how the challenges at two very diﬀerent MSSPs
arose and how the solutions in both cases meant getting 5 key things right –
some operational, some technological.

1. www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-global-mss-market-size-is-expected-to-grow-fromusd-24-05-billion-in-2018-to-usd-47-65-billion-by-2023--at-a-compound-annual-growth-ratecagr-of-14-7-300632466.html
2. The Forrester Wave™ Managed Security Services Providers, Europe, Q4 2018, Forrester
Research. Nov 19, 2018.
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The companies: EastEgg and WestEgg
One MSSP (EastEgg) was established and had been operating in the security
space for some time providing a range of security consulting, implementation,
review and operational services. Their clients were of a certain size and calibre
and EastEgg had a trusted track record as a security partner. EastEgg were
cyber security “old money”.
They had absorbed elements of their customer’s security processes and
oversight. In some cases, this had started with EastEgg having access to their
customer’s SIEM/security analytics platform, and in other customers they hosted
and operated a solution on the customer’s behalf (their preferred model).
Each customer had their own platform (using multiple vendors) and their own
service requirements. EastEgg had to deliver against these and operate within
the constraints of all the individual platforms, service models and customerspecific processes.
The second MSSP (WestEgg) was a start up, they were formed specifically by
a small group of ex-SOC analysts and monitoring experts branching out by
themselves. Their model was to keep costs low and oﬀer services to smaller
businesses that were ill-served by larger MSSP’s. By pitching to smaller
companies, they had to accept lower margins. Consequently, they needed a
large number of customers. They were cyber security “new money”.
The individuals had good reputations and were highly knowledgeable but the
company had limited resources so had to invest prudently and grow as new
business arrived. This meant that in the first year of operation they often
promised to deliver services that stretched them, and left little room for training,
headcount growth or technology spend.

The common challenges & objectives
Despite the diﬀerences between WestEgg and EastEgg they both experienced
the same 5 challenges; although for diﬀerent reasons.

Vague or undeﬁned service deﬁnitions
All EastEgg’s customers started out diﬀerent and wanted to stay that way. The
services in each case were outsourced versions of the in-house process and
were taken on by EastEgg as the MSSP. Inevitably they weren’t documented,
and the diﬀerent service approaches were far from consistent. EastEgg carried
on trying to provide a standard service across diverse “specialised” and
bespoke contracts.
WestEgg won several small customers in their first year, but in an eﬀort to win
those early deals they had tweaked the services they provided each time. They
started with technology they had been able to get hold of cheaply; and oﬀered
services based on the capabilities of that platform, rather than what the market
wanted or what their in-house capabilities to sell and deliver permitted.
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This ad hoc approach acquired initial sales but also meant that every new
oﬀering varied from the core model they aimed to deliver and was constrained
by the technology. As with EastEgg, the services were undocumented and
poorly defined.
In both cases the lack of pre-agreed, standardised service definitions made
technology choices hard and complicated the configuration to match the
desired service outcomes. Each customer was diﬀerent and had to be
managed separately.

Multiple consoles and technology stacks
EastEgg’s “take on and operate” model meant inheriting multiple SIEM and
Security Analytics platforms. Services remained as silos and couldn’t be
operated or maintained in any consistent or integrated way. There was no
central point of operation, alert/incident management or administration.
WestEgg, with their lean approach and targeting of small customers, built their
first few customer engagements using the cheapest solution they could find.
SMEs have fairly simple security monitoring requirements and the entry level
monitoring solutions the WestEgg team downloaded and set up were suﬃcient
for those small, simple use cases. Once they reached about 8 customers, they
realised having separate management consoles for each customer made for
poor workflows, and that having separate technology instances meant multiple
places where system administration, configuration and backup management
had to happen.
Both providers needed a single platform as part of their core service that
supported flexibility and scalability, including robust multi-tenancy and
providing a central point for security operations. Neither provider needed 8
solutions operating 1 service; they needed 1 solution operating 8 services.

People/per customer or time per alert/incident
Neither EastEgg nor WestEgg had large amounts of resources with which to
deliver their services. Both needed eﬃciency; to do the hard work once and
replicate it many times. In the case of EastEgg they had a handful of large
complex environments requiring alert monitoring and response; in the case
of WestEgg they had simpler services, but a larger numbers of customers to
service. In both cases the amount of time spent “per customer” or “per alert”
was critical to the service being delivered in a profitable and scalable way.
Anything that had to be done multiple times or done manually was a
problem. Anything that could be set/configured once and operate multiple
times, or that could be automated, was a benefit.
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Platforms,
technology and
most importantly
people’s time are
costs that MSSPs
have to keep
under control.

Good services at the right price
Both providers needed keenly priced, yet attractive, services. WestEgg’s services
had to be aﬀordable and give a clear and obvious “bang for the buck” value for
SMEs. Any sophistication had to come at a reasonable price; the outcomes had
to “feel” essential and worth it.
EastEgg's customers already had the outcomes, albeit derived by their internal
teams, on their existing platform. Hence the MSSP arrangement had to give
them something more – equivalence was acceptable if the costs were reduced,
but if security or response times weren’t going to improve the business case to
transition to the MSSP model was weak. The ability to harmonise the delivery
of security monitoring and operations with high value services like managed
incident response meant that the services, people, and technology needed
capabilities that spanned all these.
In both cases the price and value of the services; the coverage, sophistication
and performance had to be attractive to the customer and provide clear
benefits. The processes the MSSPs built and the technology stack they used
was a major dependency.

Margin pressures and efﬁciency
For both providers, with low margins, it was vital to minimise the costs of
delivery – people, process and technology.
EastEgg’s customers had outsourced something they already did to an MSSP to
save cost. WestEgg was a high-volume, low-margin business. Every prospective
SME customer they spoke to wanted security on a budget.
Platforms, technology and most importantly people’s time are costs that
MSSPs have to keep under control.

The selection of Huntsman Security’s ‘Next Gen
SIEM MSSP’
Both providers operated in fast-growing sectors where demand for cyber
security and visibility of cyber posture were important to stakeholders. In both
cases they took steps to better define and document their service oﬀerings,
adding incremental value-added services to meet the demands of customers
as they matured, grew and brought more consistency to bear across all their
customer contracts – large or small.
They reviewed their operations in order to design a set of generic activities and
processes to productise those services. New service oﬀerings were market
tested and high-level workflows developed that anticipated a multi-skilled work
force, balancing the involvement of skilled analysts and experts with operational
staﬀ that could undertake routine work with support from automation.
To complement the re-engineering of the operational processes and better
support their new operating models, WestEgg and EastEgg separately searched
for a more suitable SIEM platform which would meet the future needs of their
existing and new customers while at the same time enabling them to maintain
cost eﬀective SOC operations.
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Huntsman
Security’s solution
gave the ﬂexibility
to meet simple
monitoring
needs of small
customers.

By settling on a single adaptable platform at the core of its SOC and migrating
existing customer requirements to it, as well as creating a standardised
technology backbone for new business, they were confident they could
rationalise technology and operating costs to better support their service
models – basic or sophisticated.
Huntsman Security’s solution gave them the flexibility to meet simple
monitoring needs of small customers as well as the automated analytics,
reporting, performance measurement and response activities of larger, more
complex ones.
WestEgg found Huntsman Security’s Next Gen SIEM MSSP processing speed
and automation delivered significant operational eﬃciencies and allowed them
to scale slowly and with managed expenditure as their sales eﬀorts brought
new customers on board. Their new SOC processes were less reliant on analyst
intervention and used automation to keep service levels repeatable and scalable.
EastEgg found they could replicate the bespoke and advanced services they had
inherited within a single, multi-tenanted deployment – delivering better services
to customers with pre-existing expectations and with robust separation of
customer data and the security alerting and monitoring policies they required.
Huntsman Security’s Next Gen SIEM MSSP multi-tenant capabilities supported
improvements in the number of customers and the workload the providers
could handle with their existing number of analysts. They were able to operate
and scale their businesses to reach their business targets of upselling valueadded services within existing customer accounts (for EastEgg) and to on-board
new customers cheaply and eﬃciently (for WestEgg).
Equally important for both providers were the capital costs of licensing and
deployment. With a single multi-tenant SIEM, WestEgg and EastEgg were able to
benefit from much lower “per customer” costs from having one licence fee and
lower set-up and operating costs, meaning greater (and quicker) profitability.

The outcome
The choice of Huntsman Security’s Next Gen SIEM MSSP reduced
the overall cost of the technology stack for both WestEgg
and EastEgg.
The SIEM technology’s flexibility in logging, alerting, automated
analytics, reporting and response in a single, fully integrated
solution was more scalable and cost eﬀective than maintaining
many separate solutions.
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About Huntsman Security
Huntsman Security is the trading name of Tier-3 Pty Ltd. The technology’s heritage lies
in delivering a key foundation stone of the cyber security risk management, monitoring
and response capability in some of the most secure and sensitive environments
within the intelligence, defence and criminal justice networks across the world, where
Huntsman Security solutions are deployed and accredited to the highest security levels.
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